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ABSTRACT 
The problem of performing t tasks in a dis t r ibuted system 
on p failure-prone processors is one of the  fundamental  prob- 
lems in distr ibuted computing. If the  tasks are similar and  
independent and the processors communicate by sending 
messages then the problem is called Do-All. In our work 
the communication is over a multiple-access channel, and 
the a t tached stations may fail by crashing. The measure of 
performance is work, defined as the number of the available 
processor steps. Algorithms are required to  be reliable in 
tha t  they perform all the tasks as long as at  least one sta- 
tion remains operational. We show tha t  each reliable algo- 
r i thm always needs to perform at least the  minimum amount  
f~(t + p v ~ )  of work. We develop an opt imal  deterministic al- 
gori thm for the  channel with collision detection performing 
only the minimum work e ( t  + p ~ ) .  Another  algorithm is 
given for the  channel without  collision detection, it  performs 
work O(t + pv~ + p" rain{f,  t}), where f < p is the  number 
of failures. I t  is proved to be optimal if the number of faults 
is the only restriction on the adversary. Finally we consider 
the question if randomizat ion helps for the  channel without  
collision detection against weaker adversaries. We develop a 
randomized algorithm which needs to  perform only the  ex- 
pected minimum work if the  adversary may fail a constant 
fraction of stations, but  it has to select the  failure-prone 
stations prior to the  s tar t  of an algorithm. 

Keywords 
distr ibuted algorithm, lower bound, multiple-access channel, 
fail-stop failures, adversaxy, independent tasks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider a dis t r ibuted system in which p processors need 
to perform t tasks. If  the  processors communicate by ex- 
changing messages, are prone to failures, and the  tasks are 
similar and independent then this problem is called Do-All. 
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In this paper  we consider a setting in which the processors 
are stations communicating over a multiple access channel. 
The system is synchronized by a global clock. The channel 
operates a c ~ r d i n g  to the  following rules: if exactly one sta- 
t ion performs a broadcast  in a step then the message reaches 
all the stations, and  if more of them broadcast  simultane- 
ously in a step then mutual  collisions happen and no station 
successfully receives any of these messages. If the  stations 
at tached to  the channel do not receive a meaningful message 
at  a step then there are two possible reasons: either none or 
more than  one messages were sent. The abili ty to distinguish 
between these two cases is called collision detection, when 
it is available then the channel is with a ternary feedback, 
because of the three possible events on the channel recorded 
by the a t tached stations: (1) a meaningful message received, 
(2) no messages sent, and (3) a collision signal received. 

The stations are prone to fail-stop failures. Allowable pat-  
terns of failures are determined by adversarial models. An 
adversary is size-bounded if it  may fail at  most f stations, 
for a parameter  0 _< f < p. We may refer to a size-bounded 
adversary as f-bounded to  make the value of parameter  f ex- 
plicit. If f is a constant fraction of p then the adversary is 
linearly bounded. A size-bounded adversary is ~oealdy adap- 
t~re if it  needs to select a subset of stations which might 
be failed prior to the s tar t  of an algorithm, otherwise it is 
strongly adaptive. 

O u r  r e s u l t s .  We consider Do-All in the  context of a broad- 
east network. More precisely, the communication is over 
a multiple-access channel, either with or without collision 
detection. We consider algorithms tha t  are reliable in the 
sense of being correct in the  worst-case scenario when only 
one stat ion remains available. We show tha t  the  minimum 
amount f2(t+pv~) of work has always to be performed by a 
reliable algorithm. This is an absolute lower bound on work 
performance of any algorithm, which does not  depend on the 
collision detection, randomizat ion or the power of an adver- 
sary. We show tha t  in a channel with collision detection this 
bound can be a t ta ined by a determinist ic algori thm against 
any size-bounded adversary. The situation is more complex 
in a weaker channel without collision detection. We develop 
a determinist ic algori thm for this channel which performs 
work O(t + pV~ + p .  rain{f, t}) against f -bounded  adver- 
sary, even if the  number of failures is the  only restriction on 
the power of the  adversary. This is shown to be optimal by 
a matching lower bound. Now it  could happen tha t  if we 
wanted to  optimize our solutions against weaker adversaries 
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then part O(p. min{f, t}) in the performance bound could 
be decreased. This indeed is the case: we show that a ran- 
domized algorithm can have the expected minimum work 
O(t + p ~ )  against certain weakly-adaptive size-bounded 
adversaries. The conclusion is that randomization helps if 
collision detection is not available and the adversary is suffi- 
ciently restricted. The maximum number of faults when this 
phenomenon happens is a constant fraction of the number of 
all the stations. Next we show a lower bound which implies 
that if only t = o(p 2) then a weakly-adaptive f-bounded 
adversary with f = p .  (1 - o(1/v/t)) can force any algo- 
rithm for the channel without collision detection to perform 
asymptotically more than the minimum work O(t +pv~).  

Previous  work. The problem Do-All was introduced by 
Dwork, Halpern, and Waarts [12], and investigated in a 
number of papers [7, 9, 10, 11, 14]. All the previous papers 
considered networks in which each node can send a mes- 
sage to any subset of nodes in one step. The algorithmic 
paradigms used included balancing work and checkpointing 
the progress made. This includes using coordinators, which 
are designated nodes to collect and disseminate information. 
Dominant models of failures considered have been those of 
fail-stop failures. The primary measures of efficiency of al- 
gorithms used in [12] were the task-oriented work, in which 
each performance of a task contributes a unit, and communi- 
cation measured as the number of point-to-point messages. 
This paper also proposed the effort as a measure of per- 
formance, which is work and communication combined; one 
algorithm presented in [12] has effort O(t + Px/-P)" 

The early work assuming fail-stop failures model has con- 
centrated on the adversary who could fail all the stations 
but one. More recent work concerned optimizing solutions 
against weaker adversaries, while preserving correctness in 
the worst-case scenario of arbitrary failure patterns, which 
guarantee only at least one available processing unit. 

De Prisco, Mayer, and Yung [11] were the first to use the 
available processor steps as the measure of work. They 
present an algorithm which has work O(t+(f+l)p) and mes- 
sage complexity O(( ]+l )p) .  Galil, Mayer and Yung [14] im- 
proved the message complexity to O(fp~+min{f+l, log p}p), 
for any positive e, while maintaining the same work. This 
was achieved as a by-product of their work on Byzantine 
agreement with stop-failures, for which they found a message- 
optimal solution. Chlebus, De Prisco, and Shvartsman [7] 
studied failure models allowing restarts. Restarted proces- 
sors could contribute to the task-oriented work, but the cost 
of integrating them into the system, in terms of the avail- 
able processor-steps and communication, might well sur- 
pass the benefits. The solution presented in [7] achieves 
the work performance O((t +plogp  + f ) .  min{logp, log f}), 
and its message complexity is O(t + plogp + fp), against 
suitably defined adversaries who may introduce f failures 
and restarts. This algorithm is an extension of one that 
is tolerant of stop-failures and which has work complex- 
ity O((t + p log p~ log log p) log f) and communication com- 
plexity O(t + plogp/loglogp + fp). Chlebus and Kowal- 
ski [10] studied the Do-AU problem when failure patterns are 
controlled by weakly-adaptive linearly-bounded adversaries. 
They developed a randomized algorithm with the expected 
effort O(n log* n), in the case n = p = t, which is asymptoti- 

cally smaller than a known lower bound G(n log n~ log log n) 
on work of any deterministic algorithm. Recently, strongly- 
adaptive linearly-bounded adversaries have been studied by 
Chlebus, G~sienlec, Kowalski and Shvartsman [9] who devel- 
oped a deterministic algorithm with the effort O(n log 2 n). 
This is the first algorithm known with a performance bound 
of the form O(n polylog n) when as many as a linear frac- 
tion of processing units can be failed by an adversary, all the 
previously known algorithms had the performance ~(n 2) in 
such a situation. Note however, that neither work nor com- 
munication performances should be used as the only crite- 
ria to compare algorithmic solutions of Do-All; such algo- 
rithms are usually designed for concrete environments and 
optimized for specific adversaries. 

Re la ted  work. The multiple-access channel, as consid- 
ered in this paper, is a special broadcast network ([4, 33]). 
It may be also interpreted as a single-hop radio network, 
especially in the context of the relevance of collision de- 
tection, see e.g. [6]. Most of the previous research on the 
multiple-access channel has concerned methods of handling 
packets which the stations keep receiving and which need 
to be broadcast on the channel as soon as possible. The 
packets may be generated dynamically in a possibly irreg- 
ular way which results in a bursty traffic. Techniques like 
time-division multiplexing are not efficient then, and a bet- 
ter throughput can be achieved if the control is distributed 
among the stations. This is done by conflict-resolution pro- 
tocols, which arbitrate among the stations competing for 
access to the channel; among the most popular protocols is 
Aloha and the exponential backoff. If packets are generated 
dynamically then the basic problem is to have stable proto- 
cols, which do not make the channel clogged eventually. Re- 
cent work in that direction includes the papers of Goldberg, 
MacKenzie, Paterson and Srinivasan [16], H~stad, Leighton 
and Rogoff [20], and Raghavan and Upfal [31]; see also the 
survey of Gallager [15] for an account of the early research 
and that of Chlebus [6] for recent developments. 

Static problems concern a scenario when input data are allo- 
cated at the stations prior to the start of an algorithm. The 
problem of selection concerns the situation when some of 
the stations hold messages, the goal is to broadcast just any 
single message successfully. Willard [34] developed proto- 
cols solving the problem in the expected time O(log log n) in 
the channel with collision detection. Kushilevitz and Man- 
sour [27] proved a lower bound [~(log n) for the selection 
problem if collision detection is not available, which yields 
an exponential gap between two models for this problem. A 
related problem of finding maximum among the keys stored 
in a subset of stations was considered by Martel [28]. 

There is a related all-broadcast problem, in which a subset 
of k among n stations have messages, all of them need to be 
sent to the channel successively as soon as possible. Koml6s 
and Greenberg [26] showed how to solve it deterministically 
in time O(k + k log(n/k)), where both numbers n and k are 
known. A lower bound ~(k(log n)/(log k)) was proved by 
Greenberg and Winograd [18]. 

G~sieniec, Pelc and Peleg [17] compared various modes of 
synchrony in multiple-access channel in the context of the 
wakeup problem, in which the system is started and the time 
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when each station joins is controlled by an adversary, while 
the goal is to perform a successful broadcast  as soon as pos- 
sible. If  the stations have access to a global clock then a 
wakeup can be realized in the  expected t ime O(log n) by 
a randomized algorithm. If the  local clocks are not syn- 
chronized, there is a randomized solution working in the  
expected t ime O(n). I t  was also shown in [17] tha t  deter- 
ministic algorithms require t ime f/(n),  and tha t  there are 
deterministic schedules working in t ime O(n log 2 n). 

Problem Do-All specialized to shared-memory models is called 
Write-All: the  operation of reading/wri t ing from a memory 
cell/register is considered to be an individual task. More 
precisely, in this problem p failure prone processors need to 
update  t shared memory locations. A solution to this prob- 
lem can be applied to simulate a step of computat ion of a 
shared-memory computer,  and thus make its computat ions 
resilient to processor faults. The problem Write-All was in- 
t roduced by Kanellakis and Shvartsman [21]. Algori thms 
for the  Write-All problem have been developed in a series 
of papers,  including those by Anderson and Woll [3], Buss, 
Kanellakis, Ragde and Shvartsman [5], Chlebus, Dobrev, 
Kowalski, Malewicz, Shvartsman, and V~to [8], Groote, Hes- 
selink, Mauw, and Vermeulen [19], Kedem, Palem, Rabin 
and tLaghunathan [23], Kedem, Palem, Raghunathan and 
Spirakis [24], Kedem, Palem and Spirakis [25], Martel, Park 
and Subramonian [29], and Martel  and Subramonian [30]. 
A comprehensive account of algorithms for the  Write-All 
problem can be found in a book by Kanellakis and Shvarts- 
man [22]. 

There is another related problem called Collect, it was intro- 
duced by Saks, Shavit and Woll [32]. I t  is about  a number of 
processes, each containing a value in a shared memory regis- 
ter: the  goal the  processes need to achieve is to learn all the 
values. A process increases i ts knowledge in a step by read- 
ing a register: then it can add the  read value to  the  contents 
of its own register. The number of read /wr i te  operations is 
a measure of performance. There is an adversary who con- 
trois t iming of the  processes in an asynchronous computa-  
tion. Ajtai ,  Aspnes, Dwork and Waar ts  [1] showed tha t  the 
problem for n processes can be solved deterministically with 
work O(n 3/2 log n), by an adapta t ion  of the  algorithm of An- 
derson and Woll [3]. Aspnes and Hurwood [2J developed a 
randomized algorithm achieving work O(n log ~ n) with high 
probability. A lower bound ~ ( n l o g n )  for this problem was 
given in [32]. 

2. MODEL 

P r o c e s s i n g  u n i t s .  There are p stations, each with a unique 
identifier ID in [1..p]. The station 7 ~ with identifier ID(7~) = 
i is denoted as 7~i. The system is synchronized by a global 
clock. 

C o m m u n i c a t i o n .  Stat ions communicate by broadcasting 
on a multiple access channel. This model is also called a 
single-hop radio network [6], and we often say tha t  a sta- 
tion can hear the information it receives from the channel. 
We assume tha t  all the messages sent on the channel are 
delivered to all the  stations, but  if  many are sent simulta- 
neously then they interfere with each other and are received 
as garbled. The size of a packet to carry a single message is 

assumed to be O(logp) bits, but all our deterministic algo- 
rithms broadcast messages of merely O(I) bits. 

If a message sent on the  channel is heard by a station then 
the message is said to be successfully delivered to it. This 
happens if exactly one station broadcasts a message: then i t  
is heard by all the  stations by the end of the next step. If  no 
messages are sent then the stations can hear only the  back- 
ground noise, which is dist inct  from any meaningful mes- 
sage. If more than  one messages are broadcast simultane- 
ously in a step then a collision happens, and no station can 
hear any of these messages. We consider two models de- 
pending on what  feedback the  stations receive if a collision 
happens. 

Channel without collision detection: each station can hear 
the background noise. 

Channel with collision detection: each stat ion can hear the 
interference noise, which is distinct from the background 
noise. 

F a i l u r e s .  Stat ions fall by crashing. A station which has 
not failed yet  at  a step is said to be operational in this step. 
Failure pat terns  are generated by adversaries. Adversarial 
models allowing restarts  are not  considered [7]. An adver- 
sary knows the algorithm against which it competes. An 
adversary is said to  be adaptive with condition e if it  may 
make its decisions on-line, the  only constraint  being tha t  
the condition C has to be satisfied in each execution. We 
consider the  following specific adversaries: 

STRONGLY-ADAPTIVE f-BOUNDED: is adapt ive with the con- 
dition tha t  at  most f stations are failed, where 0 _< f < p. 

WEAKLY-ADAPTIVE f-BOUNDED: it is adaptive with the 
following condition, where 0 < f < p: 

(1) I t  needs to select f failure-prone stations prior to the 
s tar t  of an algorithm; 

(2) It may fail only the selected failure-prone stations in the 
course of an algorithm. 

We write simply f-BOUNDED for STRONGLY-ADAPTIVE f -  
BOUNDED. The adversary UNBOUNDED is the  same as 
(STRONGLY-ADAPTIVE) (p -- 1)-BOUNDED. There is no dif- 
ference in power between strongly and weakly-adaptive size- 
bounded adversaries when they compete against determinis- 
tic algorithms. The adversary LINEARLY-BOUNDED denotes 
f-BOUNDED, where f = c .p,  for a constant 0 _< c < p. None 
of the  considered adversaries may fail all the stations in an 
execution of an algorithm. 

Complexity measures. The principal measure is work, 
which is defined to be the number of available-processor 
steps: each station contributes a unit for each step when it is 
operational, even when idling. To have the measure defined 
precisely, we need to know when an algorithm starts and 
when it terminates. The stations are provided with input 
and the time-step to begin, we start counting the available- 
processor steps from this moment. Each station may come 
to a halt state at any time, only when it does so then it 
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stops contributing to work. A station which hal ted in this  
way is considered non-faulty, hence halts do not restrict  the  
power of adversaries. 

T~sks .  There are t tasks given as input. They are known 
to all the  stations. The following three properties of tasks 
are essential: 

similar, each takes one step to  perform; 

independent, can be performed in any order; 

idempotene can be performed many t imes and concurrently. 

The problem Do-All is to  perform a given set of tasks with 
these properties, in a message passing network with process- 
ing units prone to failures. 

C o r r e c t n e s s .  We require algorithms to be correct against  
any strategy of the  adversary UNBOUNDED. We call such 
algorithms reliable. Formally, an algori thm solving the Do- 
All problem is reliable if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 

(1) All the  tasks are eventually performed, if at  least one 
station remains non-faulty; 

(2) All the  stations eventually halt ,  unless failed. 

In proofs of lower bounds, we mean an e~ecution of an al- 
gori thm to be a sequence of configurations of the  system 
in consecutive steps, including the  failure pat tern,  the  mes- 
sages broadcast  on the  channel, and  the sequence of random 
bits  used by each stat ion [13]. If  an execution E '  is obtained 
by modifying the  actions of an adversary on some other exe- 
cution E,  then it is assumed tha t  each station in E '  receives 
exactly the  same sequence of random bits  as in E.  

If a reliable algorithm is run then no s tat ion halts when 
there are still tasks tha t  have not been completed yet: the 
remaining stations may be killed and the hal ted station will 
not perform any more tasks. This proper ty  can be strength- 
ened quanti tat ively as follows: 

LEMMA 1. A reliable algorithm, possibly randomized, has 
to perform ~ork f l ( t  + pV~) in each e~ecution, even if  no 
fa//ure~ happen. 

PROOF. I t  is sufficient to  consider the channel with colli- 
sion detection, in which algorithms have more information. 
Par t  f~(t) of the bound follows f~om the fact tha t  each task 
has to  be performed at  least once. 

A task cz is confirmed at step i, in an execution of the  algo- 
r i thm, if either a s tat ion broadcasts  successfully and it has 
performed a by step i, or more than  one station broadcast  
simultaneously and all of them, with a possible exception of 
one station, have performed a by step i. At  least half of 
the stations broadcasting in step i and  confirming a have 
performed it by then, so at  most 2i tasks can be confirmed 
in step i. Let E1 be an execution of the  algorithm when no 
failures happen. Let stat ion 7 7 come to a halt  at  some step 

j in E~. 

CLAIM: the tasks not  confirmed by step j were performed 
by 77 itself in E l .  

Suppose, on the  contrary, tha t  this  is not the  case, let /~ be 
such a task. Consider an execution E2 obtained by running 
the algorithm and killing any stat ion tha t  performed ~ in 
E l  jus t  before it was to  perform/~,  and  all the  remaining 
stations, except for 77, killed at  step j .  The broadcasts  on 
the  channel are the same during the first j steps in E1 and 
E2. Hence all the  stations perform the same tasks in E1 and 
E2 till s tep j .  The definition of E2 is consistent with the  
power of the  adversary UNBOUNDED. The algorithm is not 
reliable because task /~  is not  performed in E2 and stat ion 
77 is operational.  This justifies the  claim. 

We est imate the  contribution of s tat ion 77 to  work: The to ta l  
number of tasks  confirmed in E l  is a t  most 2 ( 1 + 2 + . . . + j )  = 
O(j2).  Suppose some t '  tasks have been confirmed by step 
j .  The  remaining t - t '  tasks have been performed by 77. 
The work of 77 is a t  least ~ ( v / ~  + (t - t ' ) )  = f~(V~). [ ]  

The amount  of work asymptot ical ly  equal to  t +PV~ is called 
minimurr~ Lemma 1 shows tha t  the  minimum work is an 
absolute lower bound on the amount  of work performed by 
a reliable algori thm in any scenario. The minimum work is 
a yardst ick we will use in the  following sections to measure 
the  performance of algorithms. 

3. C H A N N E L  W I T H O U T  C O L L I S I O N  D E -  

T E C T I O N  

We develop a determinist ic algori thm TwoLISTS. The al- 
gori thm avoids conflicts between broadcasting stations: at  
each t ime-step there is a t  most  one s tat ion scheduled to 
broadcast .  A b roadca~  message may consist of jus t  a sin- 
gle bit ,  since its only purpose is to  confirm tha t  the  stat ion 
is still alive. A stat ion does not  need to announce which 
tasks it performed, since all the  stat ions can compute this  
themselves. 

The stat ions have the same global knowledge implied by 
what  was broadcast  on the  channel. Each stat ion maintains 
two circular lists: TASKS and STATIONS. The i tems in TASKS 
are the tasks still not  :tnnounced on the channel as per- 
formed, and the i tems in STATIONS are the  stations which 
either made a broadcast  each t ime they  were to do so or were 
not scheduled to  broadcast  yet  a t  all. Since these lists are 
defined by what  happened on the  channel, they are exactly 
the  same in every station. 

There is a pointer associated with each of the lists. Let 
S t a t i o n  denote the stat ion pointed on the list STATIONS 
and Task be the  task pointed on the list TASKS. The pointers 
provide reference points  to  assign tasks to stations: Task is 
assigned to S t a t i o n ,  then the  next task on TASKS is assigned 
to  the  next s tat ion on STATIONS, and so on in the  circular 
order. Notice tha t  a task can be assigned to a number of 
stations if the  list STATIONS winds around the list TASKS 
during the  assignment process. 
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(1) EacJa station performs: 

a) its assigned task 

b) the first task not performed by it yet located after Task 

(2) Counter is decremented by one; if Counter _< 0 then the stations halt 

(3) If  ITASKSI < Sh i f t  then S h i f t  :=  [Sh i f t /2 ]  

(4) S t a t i on  performs a broadcast 

(5) If a broadcast is heard then 

a) the tasks performed by S t a t i on  are removed from TASKS 

b) if TASKS is empty then the stations halt 

c) the pointer on STATIfNS is advanced by one position 

else S t a t i on  is removed from STATIflNS 

(6) The pointer on TASKS is advanced by Ix/Shif t ]  positions 

F i g u r e  1: A l g o r i t h m  TwoLISTS: a phase. 

After a scheduled broadcast one of the lists is updated as 
follows. If a successful broadcast happened then the tasks 
which have been performed by the broadcasting station are 
removed from TASKS. If a broadcast did not happen then the 
station which failed to broadcast is removed from the list 
STATI0/IS. If an item pointed at by the pointer is removed 
from a list then the pointer is assigned automatically to 
the next item on the list. Other then that  the pointers 
are updated as follows: pointer Task is moved by [ Sv/ 'ff '~ -] 
positions, and pointer S t a t i on  is always advanced by one 
position. 

The variable Shift is initialized to [t/2]. The lists TASKS 
and STATIONS are initialized to contain all the tasks and 
stations, respectively, ordered by their identifiers. The size 
of LIST is denoted as [LIST I. Variable Counter is initialized 
to t. Algorithm TwoLtSTS is in phases repeated in a loop, 
a phase is given in Figure 1. 

LEMMA 2. Algorithm TwoLtsTs is reliable. 

The next theorem shows how the performance of TWOLISTS 
degrades gracefully with the number of faults. 

THEOREM 1. Algorithm TwoLISTS performs work O(t + 
pv/t  + p .  rain{f, t}) against the adversary f-BOUNDED, for 
o<_f<p. 

PROOF. For the purpose of the argument, the time of 
computation is partitioned conceptually into rounds: during 
a round the value of S h i f t  is constant. If no broadcast is 
heard at a step then both the work performed by all the 
stations at this step and the work performed by the station 
that was to broadcast (since its last successful broadcast) is 
at most 2p. There are O(min{f,  t}) such rounds, because a 
station performs a now task in each phase, unless failed. 

Consider the work performed by broadcasting stations dur- 
ing a round. The work performed while ISTATIONSI 2 _< 
S h i f t  is estimated as follows. Each task performed and 
reported was performed only once in that  way, and this can 
be charged to O(t). 

2 Consider next the work performed while ISTATIONS] > Shif t .  
A segment of consecutive items on STATIONS of size [ SV/~-~],  
starting from Sta t ion ,  perform different tasks in a step. 
Each of these stations is eventually heard, if not failed, so 
this work can be charged to O ~ ) .  The values of 
S h i f t  are a geometrically decreasing sequence, hence sum- 
ruing over rounds gives the estimate O ( p ~ ) .  []  

Next we show a matching lower bound. 

THEOREM 2. The adversary f-BOUNDED, for 0 < f < p, 
can force any reliable randomized algorithm for the channel 
without collision detection to perform work f~(t + pv~ + p.  
min{f, t}). 

PROOF. We consider two cases, depending on which term 
dominates the bound. If it is ~( t  + p ~ )  then the bound fol- 
lows from Lemma 1. Consider the case when f~(p. min{f,  t}) 
is the bound. Let g = rain{f, t}. 

Let El  be an execution obtained by running the algorithm 
and killing any station that  wants to broadcast successfully 
during the first g/4 steps. Denote as A the set of stations 
failed in El .  The definition of E1 is consistent with the 
power of the adversary f-BOUNDED, since ]A] _< g/4 <_ f.  

CLAIM: no station halts by step g/4 in the execution El .  

Suppose, on the contrary, tha t  some station ~P halts before 
step g/4 in El .  We show that  algorithm is not reliable. 
To this end we consider another execution E2, which can 
be realized by the adversary UNBOUNDED. Let -y be a task 
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(1) Each stat ion performs: 

a) task assigned to  its group 

b) the  first task after Task not  performed by it yet  

(2) Counter  is decremented by one; if Counter  _< 0 then the  stat ions halt  

(3) If  [TASKS[ < S h i f t  then S h i f t  :=  FShi f t /2 ]  

(4) Each stat ion in Group performs a broadcast  

(5) If  a broadcast  was heard, including a collision, then 

a) t he  tasks performed by Group are removed from TASKS 

b) if TASKS is empty  then the  stations halt  

c) the  pointer on GP, fiUPS is advanced by one position 

else Group is removed from GROUPS 

(6) The pointer on TASKS is advanced by [ Sh~/S-h~-t] positions 

Figure 2: Algor i thm GROuPSTOGETHER: a phase.  

which is performed in E1 by at  most pg/(4(t - 9/4))  
pg/(3t) stations except 77 during the first g/4 steps. I t  exists 
because g ~ t. Let B be this  set of stations, we have [B] _~ 
pg/(3t) _< p/3. We define operationally a set C of stat ions as 
follows. Initially C equals At3B; notice ]AUB[ ~ 7p/12. If  
there is any station tha t  wants to broadcast  during the first 
g/4 steps in E1 as the  only station not in the  current C then 
i t  is added to  C. At  most one stat ion is added to  C for each 
among the first g/4 ~_ p/4 steps of E l ,  so ]C I _< 10p/12 < p. 

Let an execution E2 be obtained by failing all the  stat ions 
in C at  the  s tar t  and  then running the algorithm. The 
d~d~nltion of E2 is consistent with the power of the adversary 
UNBOUNDED. There is no broadcast  heard in E2 during the 
first g/4 steps. Therefore each station operational  in E2 
behaves in exactly the  same way in both  E1 and E2 during 
the first g/4 steps. Task -y is not  performed in execution E2 
by step g/4, because the  stations in B have been failed and 
the remaining ones behave as in E l .  

Stat ion 7 7 is not failed during E2 hence it does the  same 
both in E1 and in E2. Consider an execution E3: it  is like 
E2 till s tep g/4, then all the  stat ions except 77 are failed. The 
definition of E3 is consistent with the  power of the adversary 
UNBOUNDED. Stat ion 7 ~ is operational but  hal ted and task 
-y is still outstanding in E3 at  step g/4. We conclude tha t  
the algorithm is not reliable. This contradiction completes 
the proof of the  claim. 

Hence there are at  least p - g/4 = f/(p) stations still oI>- 
erational and non-halted in step g/4 in E l ,  and  they have 
generated work f/(pg) by then. [ ]  

COROLLARY 1. Algorithm TwoLISTS is asymptotically op- 
timal, among reliable randomized algorithms for the channel 
toithout collision detection, against the f-BOUNDED adver- 
sary, for 0 ~_ f < p. 

This shows tha t  randomizat ion does not help against the  

strongest possible size-bounded adversaries for the  channel 
without  collision detection. In Section 5 we show tha t  ran- 
domization can make a difference for this  channel in weaker 
adversarial models. 

4. CHANNEL WITH COLLISION DETEC- 
TION 

We develop a determinist ic algori thm GROuPsTOGETHER. 
The algori thm is a suitable modification of TwoLISTS. The  
main difference is tha t  while TwoL]sTs avoids conflicts by 
its design, the  algori thm in this section uses conflicts ag- 
gressively as a hedge against  faults. Algori thm GRouPsTo-  
OETHER is in phases repeated in a loop, a phase is given if 
Figure 2. 

The algorithm maintains two lists. List TASKS is the  same 
as in Section 3. The stations are par t i t ioned into groups, 
which are maintained as a circular list GROUPS. There is a 
pointer which points to Group. The stat ions in the  same 
group always perform the same tasks and broadcast  simul- 
taneonsly. The tasks are assigned to  groups as follows: Task 
is assigned to  Group, then the next task is assigned to the  
next group, and so on in the  circular orders on both lists. 
The way the  lists are upda ted  after a scheduled broadcast  
depends on the fact if a broadcast  happened,  which is de- 
tected by receiving either a message or a signal of collision. 
When  a broadcast  happens then the tasks  performed by the 
group jus t  heard on the channel are removed from TASKS. 
If a broadcast  did  not happen  then Group is removed from 
GROUPS. If a~  i t e m  which is pointed at: by- t h e  e~e~ociated 
pointer is r ~  a ~ist  then ~he p o i n ~ , ~ s - a e t o m a t -  
icaily a d v a n c ~ k t ~  the. ~ item_ ~ A t a r ~ t h a a ~ a ~  the 
pointers are upda ted  as follows: pointer Task is moved by 
[ Sh~/"S'h~-t] positions, and  pointer  Group is always advanced 
by one position. 

The stations are par t i t ioned initially into rain{ [v~],  P)  bal- 
anced groups, this  part i t ioning is never changed in the  course 
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(1) If STATIONS is empty  then the control is re turned to the  algori thm 

(2) Each station in STATIONS tosses a coin with the probabil i ty ISTATIONSI -~ 
of heads to come up 

(3) A station tha t  obtained heads broadcasts  i ts ID on the  channel 

(4) If number i was heard then stat ion Pi  is removed from STATIONS and 
appended to SELECTED 

F i g u r e  3: MIXING: a p h a s e .  

of the algorithm. The lists TASKS and (IR00PS are initialized 
to contain all the tasks and groups, respectively, and are 
ordered by the identifiers of items. The variable S h i f t  is 
initialized to [t/2~. Variable Counter is initialized to t. 

LEMMA 3. Algorithm GROuPSTOGETHER iS reliable. 

THEOREM 3. Algorithm GROuPSTOGETHER performs only 
the minimum work O(t + pv~) against the adversary f -  
BOUNDED, for 0 < f < p. 

PROOF. Rounds are defined as in the proof of Theorem I. 
If no broadcast is heard at a step then the work performed 
by all the stations at this step and the stations that were to 
broadcast (since their last successful broadcast) is at most 
2p. There are at most O(v~) such rounds because of the 
total number of groups. 

• Consider the work performed by broadcasting groups dur- 
ing a round. The work performed while [GROUPSI 2 _< [TASKS I 
is es t imated as follows. Each task performed and then re- 
ported was performed by only one group in tha t  way. If  
groups contain O(1) stations then this can be charged to  
O(t), otherwise to O ( p ~ ) .  

Consider next the  work performed while IGRITuTSI 2 > I TASKS[. 
The number stored in the  variable rx /Sh i f t ]  has the prop- 
erty tha t  these many groups in list GROUPS perform distinct  
tasks in a step. Each of these groups was heard, if not 
failed, so this work can be charged to O ~ ) .  The 
values of S h i f t  make a geometrically decreasing sequence, 
hence summing over rounds gives the  est imate O(pv~).  [ ]  

The fact t ha t  the  algori thm GROuPSTOGETHER needs to 
perform only the  minimum amount of work has the  following 
two consequences: 

COROLLARY 2. Algorithm GROuPSTOGETHER ~ aB~/TBp- 
totically optimal, among reliable randomized algorithms for 
the channel with collision detection, against the strongest 
size-bounded.adversaries. 

3. Algorithm GROuPSTOGETHER cannot be 
b " " work performance by any randomized 
reliable algorithm in any weaker adversarial model in which 
not all stations can be failed. 

5. RANDOMIZED SOLUTIONS 

We have shown tha t  randomizat ion does not help against 
s trongly-adaptive size-bounded adversaries. Corollary 3 im- 
plies tha t  this  is also the  case for the  channel with colli- 
sion detection against weaker adversaries. In this section we 
show that ,  as far as the  channel without collision detection is 
concerned, the  power of a size-bounded adversary does mat-  
ter  if we compare the  optimal performance of deterministic 
algorithms versus randomized ones. 

We develop a randomized algorithm MIXTHENWORK. I t  se- 
lects a sufficiently long random set of stations, which then 
run a suitably modified algori thm TwoLISTS. The algo- 
r i thm uses the  same lists and  pointers as TwoLISTS. Ad- 
ditionally, there  is a cyclic list Sm.~.CTED of stations, also 
with a pointer. The process of random selection of stations 
is performed by procedure MIXING. It  i terates phases in a 
loop, as described in Figure 3. 

Next we describe procedure ALTTWOLISTS. I t  operates by 
having the  stations on list Skw.~.CTED run TwoLISTS, with 
SELECTED playing the role of STATIONS. The remaining sta- 
tions in STATIONS, if any, do not make any a t tempts  to 
broadcast  then. Instead, they listen to the channel to learn 
about  tasks performed by other stations and keep perform- 
ing consecutive tasks  still in TASKS. A t a s k i s  removed from 
TASKS by a statAowoaly if it  was t~xformed.by-a station tha t  
managed to I:~'oadcast on the channel, otherwise it is just  
marked as done. This allows to  m~intain the same items on 
the instances of the  list TASKS by all the  stations. A station 
halts when it has all the t a sks  on its copy of TASKS marked 
as done. Procedure ALTTwoLISTS return~control ,  and a 
new iteration Starts, as soon as all the  stat ions-m b'1ZL~'CTED 
fail to broadcast  in their  assigned t ime slots. The whole 
algorithm MIXTHENWORK is described in Figure 4. 

LEMMA 4. Algorithm MIXTHENWORK 18 reliable. 

THEOREM 4. The expected work performed by the algo- 
ri thm MIXTHENWORK agaiasf~.¢h~ adversary 
WEAKLY-AI~-F~,~V~, LINEARLY=]~NEr~ ~ . ' 5  ~ mini- 
m u m  e ( t  +r_-g?~ - -  

PROOF~ I~p 2 < t then all-the stations ~r~ [n-~]~e list 
SELEC~-uaJ from the s tar t  and  all stations execu~  TwoLISTS 
algorithm performing work O(t) .  
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I t e r a t e  in  a l o o p :  

(1) If ITASKS[ < ISTATIONS[ 2 then ~ phases of MIXING are performed, 
else all the  stations are moved to SELECTED 

(2) Procedure ALTTwoLISTS is called 

F i g u r e  4: A l g o r i t h m  MIXTHENWORK. 

Consider the  case p2 _> t. A new station is added to the  l ist 
SELECTED in a phase of MIXING with some constant prob- 
ability. The number of phases of the  first call of MIXING 
is O(v/t) .  I t  follows from the  definition of the  adversar- 
ial model and  by the Chernoff bound tha t  there  are f/(V~) 
stations in SELECTED tha t  are not failure-prone, after this  
first call, with the  probabil i ty  at  least 1 - e -=v~, for some 
a > 0. If  this  event holds then there is jus t  one i teration 
of the  loop in the  algorithm, and the bound O ( p ~ )  on the 
work follows. Only a constant fraction of O(V/i) s tat ions ex- 
ecuting algori thm TwoLISTS may fail with the  probabil i ty  
1 - e -av~. Hence the  work done by these O(V~) stat ions 
is O(t) by Theorem 1. In the  meantime, as many as O(p) 
other stations listening to the  channel perform work, which 
is O(p/V~) t imes larger than  work performed by the selected 
stations. Hence the to ta l  work is O(t + (p/x/t)t) = O(pV~) 
with the  respective large probability. 

Otherwise the  work is O(pt).  The to ta l  expected work is 
thus of order 

pV~(1 - e - "v~)  + pte -av~ = O(pv/t)  , 

which is wi th in the claimed bound. [ ]  

Is there an algori thm tha t  needs to perform only the  ex- 
pected minimum work against such weakly-adaptive adver- 
saries who conld fail  asymptotically.~aore than  a constant 
fraction of the stations? Corollary 4 answers this  question 
in the  negative for certain values of p, f and t. We show the 
following precise lower bound: 

THEOREM 5. The WEAKLY-ADAPTIVE f-BOUNDED ad- 
versary can force any reliable randomized algorithm for the 
channel without collision detection to perform the ezpected 
work f~(t + Pv~ + pmin{ f  /(p - f ) ,  t}). 

PROOF. Par t  f / ( t + p ~ )  follows from Lemma 1. We show 
the remaining one. Let number g < f be a parameter ,  we 
will set its value later in the  proof. Consider the  follow- 
ing experiment: the  algori thm is run for g steps, and  each 
station which wants to  broadcast  successfully is failed jus t  
before it is to do so. Additionally, a t  step g, a sufficient 
number of the  remaining stations, say, those with the  small- 
est identifiers, is failed to make the to ta l  number of failures 
by step g equal to exactly g. We define a probabilist ic space 
in which the  elementary events are the  sets of IDs of sta- 
tions corresponding to sets of size g which can be failed in 
the experiment.  Let ~" denote the  family of all such elemen- 
ta ry  events. The probabil i ty Pr(w) of w E ~" is defined to  
be equal to the  probabil i ty of an occurrence of an execution 

during the experiment,  in which exactly the  stat ions with 
IDs in w axe failed by step g. 

The following equality holds 

IAl=p-f~mA=$ 

where we sum over subsets A C [1..p] and  elementary events 
w E Y, because each Pr(w) occurs (~A~) t imes on the left- 

hand side. There are (p_~f) subsets A C [1..p] with [A I = 
p - f .  Hence there is some C C_ [1..10], with ICI = p - f ,  
such tha t  the  probabil i ty  tha t  the IDs of stat ions failed in 
the  experiment are all outside C is at  least 

/ f ---- ( f  + l ) ( f + 2 ) . . . . . p )  

=(z- g g (I- g 
7 - 4 3 ) ( 1  - 

> (1- g ~P-! - f - + - T "  

_> 4 -g(p-f) /(f+l)  

= f/(1) , 

provided g(p  - f ) / ( f  + 1) --  O(1) ,  which is the case if g 
equais h = F f / ( P  - f ) ]  < f .  

Let the  adversary declare exactly the  stat ions not  in C as 
prone to  failures. Suppose the  algori thm is run for rain{h, t} /4  
steps and each stat ion not in C which is to  broadcast  suc- 
cessfully is failed jus t  before it a t t empts  to do so. Such an 
execution is consistent with the  power of the  adversary. The 
event t ha t  no message is heard during rain{h, t} /4 steps has 
the probabil i ty  ~/(1). Simultaneously, the  number of opera- 
t ionai s ta t ion~ ie  f/(p). None of these stat ions may halt  by 
step min{h, t}/4,  b y  an argument  similar to tha t  used in the  
proof of Theorem 2: the  algori thm would prove not to be 
reliable because this step occurs earlier than min{f , t} /4 .  
The expected work in such an execution is thus of order 
fl(1) .p rain{h/4,  t[4} = f~(p min{h, t}), which completes the  
proof. []  

COROLLARY 4. I f  f = p" (1 -- o(1/V~)) then the adver- 
sary WEAKLY-ADAPTIVE ~=PtOUNF~RVt eftn force aT~l algo- 
rithm for the channel without collision detection to perform 
work w(t + pv/t), if ordy t ---- o(2o2). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

We study solutions to the Do-All problem in the context 
of synchronous broadcast networks. The questions we ask 
are as follows: What is the impact of the availability of 
collision detection? Does randomization help? How does the 
efficiency of solutions depend on various adversarial models? 
We show that all these parameters have an impact. 

Most of the previous research on the multiple-access chan- 
nel has concerned the issues of stability of protocols handling 
dynamically generated packets. There have been quite few 
static algorithmic problems considered, in which the whole 
input is provided to the attached stations in advance. The 
broadcast channel is ubiquitous in local area networks, and 
all its algorithmic aspects deserve a study, those concern- 
ing static problems in particular. This paper attempts to 
demonstrate that this is the case for the problem Do-All. 
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